
Introduction

In a 1995 Crisis magazine article entitled, “Dr. Bertha M. Roddy [sic] Just a Re-
luctant Leader Who Takes the Bull by the Horns,” writer Eric L. Clark reported 
how Roddey, the 20th National President of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Incor-
porated,1 an international women’s public service organization of over 350,000 
initiated members, claimed that she “never sought out to be a leader.”2 Born 
in 1930, Charlotte’s Bertha Maxwell-Roddey personified the work of untold 
African American3 women who strategically forged new pathways to ensure 
that Black children, women, and families thrived after the collective presence 
of the civil rights marchers or the fiery speeches of the Black Power activists 
faded from public view after the 1970s.
 As a beneficiary of postwar rights movements, Bertha Maxwell-Roddey 
used her new social access and political power to enact positive change on the 
local and national levels from the 1960s to the 1990s. Maxwell-Roddey served 
as a desegregation trailblazer in 1968 as one of Charlotte’s first Black women 
principals of a predominantly white elementary school. Moving to academia 
as the University of North Carolina at Charlotte’s second Black full-time fac-
ulty member in 1970, Maxwell-Roddey later became the founding director of 
the university’s Black Studies Program (BSP) in 1971. There, she extended the 
reach of the BSP beyond the campus to help Black neighborhoods ravaged by 
urban renewal and school closings. In 1974 Maxwell-Roddey and colleague 
Mary Harper co-founded the Afro-American Cultural and Service Center, a 
local African American community arts institution, now the Harvey B. Gantt 
Center, Charlotte’s premier Black arts space. In 1975, as the BSP director, Max-
well-Roddey worked to institutionalize the broader field of Black Studies and 
ensure its permanence through the founding of its most prominent profes-
sional organization, the National Council for Black Studies.
 Even though Maxwell-Roddey, a former 1980 candidate for the North Caro-
lina General Assembly, had explored electoral politics, she was repelled by the 
negative actions of exploitive, self-absorbed politicians, and she decried these 
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calculating power-seekers who sought top positions through manipulation. In 
contrast, Maxwell-Roddey became a leader to solve problems. After viewing how 
racial and economic discrepancies harmed Black children in Charlotte’s Black 
First Ward neighborhood, where Maxwell taught in 1964, she organized the 
Charlotte Teachers Corps of volunteers to sponsor a summer early childhood 
education program in the First Ward. The first free program of its kind for Black 
children in the city, it served as a forerunner to the national Head Start Program. 
Maxwell-Roddey stepped up to lead on behalf of others, as exemplified when 
she satisfied the wishes of her local and regional-based sorors by running in 1992 
to become Delta Sigma Theta’s first national president from the South Atlantic 
Region. Reluctant yes, as she mentioned in Clark’s article, ineffective, no!4

Charismatic Leadership

German sociologist and philosopher Max Weber defined and described the 
“charismatic leader” as “one who emerged under great duress to lead with the 
extraordinary power to persuade his or her followers to act in sometimes ex-
treme measures.”5 As scholars from diverse fields reinterpret Weber’s theories, 
civil rights historians evaluated the influence and role of charismatic male 
leaders such as Martin Luther King Jr. and other dynamic grassroots activists.6 
By analyzing Maxwell-Roddey’s leadership journey, I complicate these histori-
cal discussions by offering a much-needed examination of women’s executive 
authority.
 As a political biography, this book supplements other recent histories of Black 
women’s charismatic leadership before and after the modern-day civil rights 
movement, including Prudence Cumberbatch’s insightful work on the Baltimore 
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) heads, 
Lillie Carroll Jackson and Juanita Jackson Mitchell.7 Building on the examples set 
by mentors like Charlotte’s Alexander Street Elementary School Principal Jayne 
Hemphill, Maxwell-Roddey meshed management expert Robert Greenleaf ’s 
“servant as leader” concept of accountable leadership with the South African 
communal leadership philosophies of Ubuntu, meaning, “I am because we are,” 
to become an authentic, compassionate, and inventive leader.8

A Modern-Day Race Woman

During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the term “race man” 
emerged in the Black press to describe civil rights leaders, such as scholar and 
philosopher W.E.B. Du Bois and prominent newspaper editor William Mon-
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roe Trotter. “Race women” included the National Council of Colored Women 
(NACW) president Mary Church Terrell and anti-lynching journalist Ida B. 
Wells. Over the years, with the onset of the post-1950s civil rights movement, 
Black people adopted the more action-oriented term of “activist” to describe 
African Americans who fought for social equality. In this book, I retrieve 
and modernize the once-dated term “race woman” from the not-so-distant 
past to describe Bertha Maxwell-Roddey. She and her peers turned hard-won 
civil rights triumphs into tangible, real-world accomplishments. As Maxwell-
Roddey and her contemporaries’ post–civil rights era actions remain under-
studied, describing them as modern-day race women encourages scholars to 
expand the definitions of activism to incorporate Black women’s multifaceted 
leadership strategies to dismantle discriminatory barriers in the classroom 
and the boardroom from the 1970s to the 1990s. Immobilized in time, the 
dominant representations of Black women activists confine them to the front 
lines of the 1950s–1960s era civil rights and Black Power movements or spiral 
forward, depicting them as present-day Black Lives Matter protesters. Re-
configuring the term race women promotes the re-envisioning of activists 
beyond the familiar representations of young freedom fighters to encompass 
the nuanced images of Maxwell-Roddey and other mid-life African American 
women educators.9

 Born in Seneca, South Carolina, a small town in the Piedmont area of the 
state, during the Great Depression, Bertha Luvenia Lyons, later Maxwell-Rod-
dey, grew up with her grandparents in a home that lacked money, but not 
affection. Exemplifying the power of education to overcome poverty, Bertha 
Luvenia Lyons worked her way through school as a dental assistant, eventually 
graduating from the historically Black Johnson C. Smith University in 1954 in 
Charlotte, North Carolina, and began teaching in the city’s segregated schools. 
Representing the often lesser-known experiences of Black women teachers 
during the school desegregation process, in 1966, Maxwell-Roddey broke bar-
riers by becoming the first Black woman to receive a master’s degree in Edu-
cational Administration at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. 
In 1992, at the age of sixty-two, she became the 20th National President of the 
then 185,000-member African American women’s organization, Delta Sigma 
Theta. In this journey, she assumed the abbreviated title “Bertha M. Roddey” 
as she moved from a segregated elementary school classroom to become, as 
Ebony magazine stated in 1995, “one of the most influential African American 
leaders in the United States.”10

 Similar to other Black people of her generation, Maxwell-Roddey often re-
ceived the title of the “first Black” or “first woman” or “first Black woman” in 
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her professional and public life. Bertha Maxwell-Roddey details how Maxwell-
Roddey navigated through the minefields of being a “first,” reflecting the praxis 
of intersectionality. As a beneficiary of two powerful social movements, Ber-
tha Maxwell-Roddey’s experiences as a “first” call for extending civil rights’ 
chronological constraints to reflect what historian Jacquelyn Hall coined as 
“the long civil rights movement.” Rethinking these fixed-time boundaries 
allows for more investigation of the nontraditional modes of activism that 
Maxwell-Roddey and other activists pursued without the involvement of large 
social justice movements amid the rise of political and social conservativism 
after the 1970s.11 Even though Maxwell-Roddey did not lead protest marches, 
she represents the personal strivings of African Americans who entered for-
mer all-white schools, businesses, organizations, and spaces. Historiography 
discussions define the writings of segregation-era scholars and journalists who 
promoted African American firsts in education, business, and other areas of 
public life as a form of contributionist history.12

 Though modern-day historians now explore the African American expe-
rience from multidimensional perspectives of gains and losses, many of the 
accounts of individual African Americans who desegregated former all-white 
environments remain untold and unexamined. Whereas some of these “firsts” 
represented legal or legislative civil rights actions, for Maxwell-Roddey, prag-
matic reasons such as economic necessity often spurred her on to become a 
“first.” Little fanfare marked the everyday “firsts” of people like Maxwell-Rod-
dey. However, she received minimal resistance or calls for her dismissal. Pos-
sessing a light-brown-skinned complexion, Maxwell-Roddey never attempted 
to and could not pass for white and did not try to be anything but herself, a 
Black woman.13

 Maxwell-Roddey’s work experiences reflected how African Americans and 
Black women, specifically, could sometimes slip through the cracks in the 
walls of white supremacy and the patriarchy. As a teen and young woman, 
Bertha often unintentionally secured jobs designated for whites. Working in 
spaces where her very presence defied segregation’s customs and laws, Bertha 
became an amiable yet sometimes outspoken employee willing to take a stand 
against discrimination, if necessary. In later years as a professional, she par-
layed her influence as a “first” in employment, within social organizations, and 
on nonprofit boards to push beyond her “token” status to create sustainable 
opportunities for women and Black people. Within these formerly all-male 
and/or all-white environments, Maxwell-Roddey’s combination of pragmatic 
affability and social justice advocacy sometimes resulted in uncharacteristic 
reactions, where challengers resented and opposed Maxwell-Roddey’s actions 
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yet respected her as a formidable adversary. In some instances, Bertha’s ability 
to champion her cause from positions of compassionate strength, not anger, 
turned former dissenters into friends or staunch allies. Often these stories of 
individual achievement are overlooked by scholars who chronicle large-scale 
social movements. The life and work experiences of women like Maxwell-Rod-
dey offer insight into how African American women leaders adapted to and 
reformed their surroundings.14

 Bertha Maxwell-Roddey reveals an underlying factor that explains Maxwell-
Roddey’s success. Relying on a distinctive form of pragmatic affability or socia-
bility, she formed alliances and friendships with the most unlikely of figures—
including Black Power activists, national, state, and local government officials, 
and corporate CEOs. Often called “down to earth,” Maxwell-Roddey possesses 
the rare ability to make people feel valued, motivating them to act despite 
their reservations, sometimes to the point of devotion. Whether making al-
lies, confronting adversaries, or just defying critics by supplying overwhelming 
amounts of evidence, Maxwell-Roddey practiced what I term “charismatic ad-
vocacy.” She did whatever was necessary, from forming unlikely alliances that 
crossed racial and class boundaries to confronting adversaries to ensure that 
as “a first,” she would keep the doors open to not be the only or the last one.
 Maxwell-Roddey’s efforts as a charismatic advocate illustrate the deeds of a 
cadre of Black women leaders who gained leadership positions from the 1960s 
to the 1990s. These women employed numerous tactics, from staging tradi-
tional civil rights protests to forming powerful coalitions or networks. Bertha 
Maxwell-Roddey exposes how professional Black women, such as Maxwell-
Roddey, armed themselves with the unique skills to mount a multifaceted at-
tack on sexism from patriarchal white and Black men and developed responses 
to overt and insidious versions of hidden racism. As a leader, Maxwell-Roddey 
promoted participatory democracy by listening and incorporating the ideas 
of others and advocating for objectives from positions of data-supported 
strength.15

Historiography and Methodology

This work’s interpretation of Maxwell-Roddey as a woman who excelled as 
a trailblazer in the public schools, academia, and within community-based 
and national organizations complements and expands upon several historio-
graphical works. Bertha Maxwell-Roddey provides an extensive analysis of her 
educational, organizational, and civic activism. By retrieving the turn-of-the-
century term, “race women” to describe desegregation-era African American 


